2.442 LICENSE PLATE RECOGNITION PROGRAM (41.3.9)

2.442.02 LPR Use - Generally

A. The agency uses license plate recognition (LPR) technology to assist legitimate law enforcement PURPOSES that include, but are not limited to detecting:
1. AMBER, SILVER, etc. alerts;
2. Missing persons;
3. Stolen vehicles or license plates;
4. Suspended owner’s licenses or tags;
5. Wanted persons;
6. PROTECTION ORDER VIOLATIONS;
7. SEXUAL OFFENDERS;
8. VIOLENT GANG MEMBERS; AND
9. TU LOCAL LISTINGS.

B. Locally collected, ACTIVE LPR CAPTURED PLATE DATA is the property of this agency and the Maryland Coordination and Analysis Center (MCAC). The locally collected, ACTIVE CAPTURED PLATE data is shared with MCAC and TEMPORARILY stored on a secure university server FOR NOT MORE THAN 24 HOURS after acquisition, after which time the data IS AUTOMATICALLY UPLOADED TO MCAC, DELETED FROM THE UNIVERSITY SERVER, AND BECOMES HISTORICAL CAPTURED PLATE data that is under the sole control of MCAC.

C. The commander responsible for the training function, hereafter “training commander,” will ensure all officers ranked sergeant and below and PCOs receive mobile or fixed post LPR training as appropriate.

D. METERS AND NCIC ALERT LISTS AUTOMATICALLY REFRESH IN BOTH MOBILE AND FIXED POST SYSTEMS. SEE ALSO 2.442.04 LOCAL LISTS.

E. Employees using LPRs will:
1. Use LPR equipment and data consistent with related training and only for LEGITIMATE LAW ENFORCEMENT PURPOSES;
2. Ensure that LPRs are set to alarm at least at levels determined by the Deputy Chief;
3. Visually verify the accuracy of any alarm, or “hit,” of a potential match between alert list information and LPR generated images;
4. Ensure all alarms are confirmed through METERS, NCIC, OR, FOR LOCAL ALERT LIST HITS, THIS AGENCY’S CAD/RMS SYSTEM before taking any appropriate LAW ENFORCEMENT actions; and
5. Care for and maintain the equipment according to manufacturer recommendations.

F. PCOS WILL ENSURE A CAD EVENT FOR “LPR ALARM” IS INITIATED ANY TIME A VERIFIED IMAGE IS RESEARCHED THROUGH METERS, NCIC, OR CAD/RMS AND FOR ANY ASSOCIATED ACTIONS THAT FOLLOW.

G. Logistics and Communications will include LPR equipment in their respective weekly equipment inspections and records.

H. THE DEPUTY CHIEF WILL ENSURE THE AGENCY SUBMITS WRITTEN YEARLY REPORTS REQUIRED BY PUBLIC SAFETY (PS) § 3-509 USE OF CAPTURED LICENSE PLATE DATA.

2.442.04 QUERIES & LOCAL LISTINGS

A. LOCAL USES OF THE LPR SYSTEM INCLUDE:

1. RUNNING INVESTIGATIVE QUERIES:
   A. ON ACTIVE CAPTURED PLATE DATA THAT IS TEMPORARILY AND LOCALLY STORED, BUT HAS NOT BEEN UPLOADED TO THE MCAC; AND
   B. THROUGH MCAC ON HISTORICAL CAPTURED PLATE DATA;

2. UPLOADING AND STORING LOCAL LISTINGS TO:
   A. ALARM OR “HIT” ON LICENSE PLATES RELATED TO SPECIFIC LOCAL LEGITIMATE LAW ENFORCEMENT PURPOSES; OR
   B. IGNORE OR “WHITELIST” LICENSE PLATES THAT HAVE GENERATED ALERTS, BUT HAVE BEEN VERIFIED AS NOT BEING ACTUAL PLATES BEING SOUGHT;

B. OFFICERS ASSIGNED TO THE “INVESTIGATIONS UNIT” AS DESCRIBED IN 2.300 INVESTIGATIONS ARE THE ONLY EMPLOYEES WHO ARE ALLOWED TO FACILITATE QUERIES THROUGH MCAC.

C. INVESTIGATIONS UNIT OFFICERS AND OFFICERS ASSIGNED TO SUPERVISE THE COMMUNICATIONS UNIT ARE THE ONLY EMPLOYEES WHO ARE ALLOWED TO:
1. **Run Investigative Queries on Locally Collected, Active LPR Data;** and
2. **Manage (E.g., Upload, Modify, or Remove) Local Listings,**

D. **Officers Must Initially Notify, Brief, and Obtain Initial Permission From an On-Duty Supervisor or Commander Before Proceeding With Requests to Run Investigative Queries.**

E. **For Requests During the Duty Hours of Authorized Employees:**

1. **Requesting Officers Will:**
   
   A. **Contact One of the Authorized Employees to Explain the Request;** and
   
   B. **Confirm the Request by Sending the Authorized Employee an Email Containing Information Including, But Not Limited To:**
      
      (1) Case or CAD Number and Incident or Offense Type;
      
      (2) License Plate and State of Registration;
      
      (3) Justification for the Requested Action; and
      
      (4) For Local Listings, Specific Instructions for the Actions to Be Taken If the License Plate Is Located; and

2. **Authorized Employees Will:**

   A. **Determine Whether or Not the Requests Are Appropriate;**
   
   B. **If Requests Are Approved:**
      
      (1) Perform the Requested Actions;
      
      (2) If Applicable, Query the Local List to Ensure the Action Was Successful;
      
      (3) Send Appropriate Information or Results by Email to Requesting Officers and the Communications Supervisor;
      
   C. **If Requests Are Not Approved,** Send Emails Explaining Why Requests Were Not Approved to the Officers, Their Supervisors, and Commanders; and

   D. **Record Required Information in the Resource System’s LPR Tracking Application;**

F. **For Requests Made During the Non-Duty Hours of Authorized Employees, Supervisors of Requesting Officers Will Notify the Duty Officer Who Will Determine Whether or Not the On-Call Investigator Will Be Notified to Perform Requested Actions and Complete the Applicable Steps Described in D.**

G. **Details Surrounding All Requests and Corresponding Results Will Be Described by Requesting Officers in Related Police Reports.**

H. **Local Listings Will Be Promptly Modified or Deleted as Appropriate According to Their Specific Local Legitimate Law Enforcement Purpose.**

I. **The Communications Supervisor Will Conduct Monthly Inspections of All Current Local Listings Consistent With SOP PS 02.14 Local LPR Listings.**

2.442.06 Mobile LPR Use

A. The commander responsible for the patrol function, hereafter “patrol commander,” is responsible for ensuring mobile LPR units are:

1. Used only by LPR trained officers;

2. Regularly deployed to the field during routine patrol operations, special events as appropriate, but not during events and conditions that may increase the risk of damage to LPR equipment, such as civil disturbances.

B. Officers using mobile LPRs will:

1. Inform Communications of any traffic stop or police action that was LPR related;

2. Ensure any LPR related reports have dual disposition codes of “LPR Related” in addition to the type of crime or incident;

3. Include LPR equipment condition and operational status in their regular vehicle inspections and ensure Logistics AND/OR OTHER EMPLOYEES DESIGNATED BY THE DEPUTY CHIEF is notified of any related maintenance or operational problems. See also 1.432 Resource Care & Maintenance.
2.442.08 Fixed Post LPR Use

A. The commander responsible for the communications function, hereafter “communications commander,” is responsible for ensuring fixed post LPR units are **CONTINUOUSLY** monitored by LPR trained PCOs or other employees temporarily assigned to Communications.

B. **THESE CONFIRMED ALARM HITS WILL BE PROMPTLY DISPATCHED AS CALLS FOR SERVICE:**
   1. AMBER, SILVER, ETC. ALERTS;
   2. MISSING PERSONS;
   3. STOLEN VEHICLES OR LICENSE PLATES;
   4. SUSPENDED OWNER’S LICENSES OR TAGS;
   AND
   5. WANTED PERSONS.

C. **THE ON-DUTY PATROL SUPERVISOR WILL BE PROMPTLY NOTIFIED OF THESE CONFIRMED ALARM HITS FOR A DECISION ON WHAT, IF ANY, ACTIONS WILL BE TAKEN BASED ON VERIFICATION INFORMATION AND ANY INSTRUCTIONS THAT ACCOMPANY ALARM LISTINGS:**
   1. PROTECTION ORDER VIOLATIONS;
   2. SEXUAL OFFENDERS;
   3. VIOLENT GANG MEMBERS; AND
   4. TU LOCAL LISTINGS.